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Introduction

The cyclic designs were originally obtained by Nandi &
Adhikary (1970) and Adhikary (1966) in systematic manner. How
ever, various particular cases of these designs have been previously
obtained by many authors [Roy (1955), Raghavaro (1960), Singh and
Singh (1965) etc.].

The method of differences for the construction of incomplete
block designs is by now a standard method. A complete bibliography
is available in Hall, M. Jr. (1967). Bruck (1955) extended the idea
of method of differences to that of group differences. Here we shall
consider different methods of group differences for the construction
of cyclic designs of various types. Proof of the general theorems
stated here will follow the usual lines laid down for such results on

the method of diBferences, and as such they will be omitted. Each
method has been explained by means of an example.

2.1 Cyclic association scheme (First type) :

2.1.1. Consider an abelian group G of order v=m^n. Let it be
possible to decompose G into direct factors : G—G^^i^G^ where G^
consists of elements \,di,d2 while the non-unit
elements of G^ can be divided into two disjoint sets A and B of
and elements respectively, i.e., A={ei, e^, ..., e^^) and 5=(/i,/2,

)• Further, let the elements of A be such that all the inverse
elements are also in A and that among the (wj—1) non-unit ratios
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arising out of them, the elements of A are repeated a times and
those of times each. Obviously, « =7772+'"3+1> 77J2«+7733^=7773
(77J2-1). .

With each element of G let us associate one treatment.

Let the first associates of any treatment 0 be 0 (Gi—1), its
second associates be 0 and its third associates OGi(g)B.

The parameters of the association scheme are

V=7771.77, 7Ji= 7?Ji—l, 772 = 777i 777^, 773 = 777i7?73.

p^ik=

Pik=

777i-2 0 0

0 0

_ 0 0 777i7773_

0 7?ti—1 0

777j —1 miK . 777i (7772 —a-1).
_ 0 777, (7773 —a—1) 7771(7773 —77I2 + K+ 1)

0 0 771j—1
0 777iP 777i (7773 —P)

_777i— 1 777i (7773 —P) 7771 (7773 —7772+P —l_

Theorem 2.1.1. Let it be possible to find a set of / blocks
.. , Bt satisfying the following conditions :

(/) Every block contains k treatments (the treatments con
tained in the same block being different from one another).

(77) Among the ?/c (/:—!) ratios arising out of theses-blocks,
the non-unit elements of Gj appear A^-times the elements
of Gi®A appear times and the elements of Gi®B
appear X3 times.

Then on developing these blocks (i.e. multiplying successively
by the elements of the group) we get the solution of the design whose
parameters of the second kind are ;

v=777i77, b=vt, r=kt, k, X,, A^.
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Example 1. Consider the group G formed by the elements a, c
and their different powers when

fl"=C^ = l.

Let Gj: 1, c; A : a®, a", a', a®, a"

B : a, a^, a*, a",

So, a=2, p=3.

Hence the parameters of the association scheme are

v=26, «i=l, n2=n3==12.

o

o

o

'0,1 0^ "0 0 r

0 12 0 ; p^3k= 1 4 6 0 6 6

_0 0 12_ _0 6 6_ _1 6 4_

Consider the initial blocks (1, a"-, a-c), (1, a'c) anl (1, a®, a'c). Oj
developing these initial blocks we get the solution of the design

v=26, 6=78, r=9, A:=3, Ai=6, ^2=1, ^3=0)

2.1.2. Consider the multiplicative abelian group

G=[a] of order Wg+Wa+l.

Let us divide the non-unit elements of G into two disjoint sets A and
B with Wg and elements respectively so that A~A-^ and among
the ratios arising out of the elements of A, the elements of A appear
a times and the elements of B appear p times.

To any element a' let there correspond Wj treatments

(a% (a% ..., (aX^^

Let us consider the first associate of

(a% as (a%, (aO.-i. (aX,, ,

second associate of

where

(a')j as (a*.

^ A and the rest are third associates.

The parameters of the association schenje ^re
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«i=Wx—1, H2='"i'W2, «3==nii»l3

~mi--2 0 0 -

0 0

0 0

^ 0 nti—l 0

ffJl-•1 mi K /Mj(W2—<* —1)
0 -a—1) mi(w3—W2+a+l)_

~ 0 0 1 nil —I

P^iTc= 0 WlP 1 mi(w2-p)
jni- 1 »Jl(W2--P) Wi(m3—/Wg+p—1)_

Theorem 2.1.2. Let it be possible to select a set of /-blocks
I such that

(0 Every block contains exactly k treatments (the treatments
contained in the same block being different from one
another).

(n) Among the kt treatments occurring in the /-blocks exactly
r treatments should belong to each of Wj distinct classes.
Obviously, nji r=kt.

(Two treatments having the sEpie lower suffix j may be said to
belong to the y-th class].

{iii) Among the kt (/c-1) ratios arising out of these /-blocks,
the ratios of the type U, ,• will appear times for / € G
and 2, rrii i^j ; the ratios of the type a.j where

will appear \ times, for i,j=\,2, ..., and the
ratios of the type bn, when b ^ B, will appear Ag times for
i,j=l, 2, ..., mj.

So k (A:—l)/=mi(mi —1)

Then on developing these set of /-blocks (i.e. multiplying by elements
of G) we get the solution of the design.

v=mi (m2+»23+l)=mi72, b=nt, r, k,

h, 1, n2=mim2, ni=mjm^.

1. By ratio of the type Oj-;; we meaij the r^tio of tvyo elenjents and yj
when xly=a.
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P''ik=

P^ik--

'm-i—l 0

0 mim^

0 0

0 Ml —I

mi—1

0

0

0

0

mip

0

0

/MiOTaJ

0

maCmj—a—1)

mi(m2-a—1) miCmg—ffJa+a+l)

wii—1

_mi—1 mi(m2—P) mi(n?3—mg+p—1)_

Example. Consider the group G formed by

Let : a, a®, a®; B : a^;

So, a=0, p=3.

With each element of G let us associate two treatments. Consi

der the first associate of 6i as 6}, when j^i, second associates of 0«
as (0, ^)} where <l> ^ A and 7=1, 2 and the third associates of 0< as

when € 5 and 7=1, 2. So, the parameters of the associa
tion scheme are

v='12, «!=!, "2=6, ^3=4.

0

0

0
\

0

0

0

0

P^}h= 0 6 0 1 0 4 P^ih= 0 6 0

0

0
1

0

0

_1 0 2^

Consider the set of six initial blocks (li, ai, l^), (Ij, Ig) (li, «®i,
I2), (li. I2, 02), (li> I2. (li. I2' On developing'.these blocks
we get the solution of the design v= 12, £>=36,/••=9,, ^=>3, Xi«=6,
^2= 2, ?l3=0.

2.1.3. Consider a group G=[a, c] where a'"2+'"3+l=c"= 1. With
each element of G, let us associate a set of ? elements. Let Gi=l,

c,c 2,..., c"-^; Ga=l, a, So, G^Gi®Gi. Let further,the
non-unit elements of G^ be divided into two disjoint sets A and B of
irii and elements respectively such that A=A-'̂ , and among the
ratios arising out of A, the elements of A appear « timesand elements
of B appear p times.
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Consider the first associates of any treatment as [0® (^i—l)]j,
[6®Gi] Tt,k=\,2, j—\, j+l, . ^ second associates of 0 as
(00/4® Gi)s, k=\,2, t\ the rest are third associates.

So, this will give us the three associate cyclic association scheme
whose association parameters are v=mi(ma+m3+l), 1,
«a=mi»J25 n3=m-im^ where mi=tn

P^}k--

'mi—2 0 0
0 miiHs 0

0 0 Wimg,

• 0 mi-1 0

OTi —1 mj_a. a—1)
0 mi(m2—a—1) mi{m3—m2+a.+\)

0 0 1

0 miP »ii(ma-P)
jtii—l P) miCmg—TMa+P—0-

Theorem 2.1.3. Let it be possible to select a set of t blocks B^, ...,
Bt such that

(0 Each block contains k distinct treatments.

{ii) Among the kt treatments occurring in the <=blocks exactly
r treatments should belong to each of nii distinct classes.

(h'O Among the ratios of the type (i, i), /=1, 2, Wj/n the
non-unit elements of Gj appear Xj times, and among the
ratios of the type [r,;] the elements of Gi appear Aj times,

the ratios of the type[i,2, ..., mijn the elements
while among of Gi®A appear Xj times and Gi®B appear
Xg times.

Then ori develping the blocks (i.e., multiplying successively by
the elements of G) we get the solution of the design

v=mi(»j2+W3+l), b^im^+m^+Vjnt, r=k n tjini, 'k, \, K
Example. Consider the group Gformed by a and c together with

their different powers and product of their powers whena^=c2=l.
With each element « of G let us associate two treatments Ui and u^.
Let Gill, c; A: a, and B; a^.

So, «=0, p=2.
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Consider the two initial blocks [Ij, Cj, Ij, c^, (a^)]] and [Ij, Cj, Ig, c^,
(0^)2]. ' The ratios arising out of these blocks satisfy the condition of
theorem 2.1.3 with X, =4, ^2=0, X3==2. Hence on developing these
blocks (i.e. multiplying successively by the elements of the group G)
we get the solution of the design

v=Z)=16, r=k = 5, «i=3, n^=8, «3=4, ^^=4, A2=0, ^3=2.
0

0

0 3 0" '0 0 3'

P^ik— 0 8 Ot/«= 3 0 4 P^!c= 0 8 0

_0 0 4j _0 4 0^

1

0

0 1

2.2., Cyclic association scheme {secondtype) :

2.2.1. Consider the abelian group G; the factor groups Gj, Gj and
the sets A and B of section 2.1. Let the first associates of any treat
ment 0 be OA, its second associates be OB and its third associates
6G2® (Gi—1). With each element of G let us associate a treatment.

The parameters of the association scheme are

v=m^n, n^^ms, «3=(wji—1)

P^jk—

P He'

OL

Wa—a—1

0

P

0

0

0

Wa

OTa—a—1

m3—m2+a.+ l

0

W3—OTa+P —1

0

0

0

'«3

0

0

(mi-l)n

0

0

(mi-l)«

mo

ma

(mi-2)« ^

Theorem 2.2.1. Let it be possible to select a set of i-blocks
Bi, , Bt satisfying the following conditions :
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(0 Every block contains k treatments. The treatments
contained in the same block are all distinct.

O'O Among the ik {k—V) ratios arising out of these /-blocks
the elements of A appear times, the elements of^
appear \ times and the elements of (G^—l)(x) appear Xj
times.

Hence on developing these blocks {i.e., multiplying successively
by the elements of G) we get the solution of the design whose
parameters of the second kind are v=min, b=vt, r---kt, k, Xj, Ag, X3.

E^iample 1. Consider the group G formed by a and c

when a®=c®=l.

Let Gi=l, c; A : a, a^, a*, a^; B : a^.

So, a=2, p=4.

Hence the parameters of the association scheme are

v=12, «i=4, ^2=1, «3=6.

"210"

I

0

0,

1

(

0

0

\

1 0 0

.II

0 0 0 P^ik= 0 0 1

1

VO

0

0

1

_ 0 0 6 _ _ 4 1 0 _

Consider the initial block (1, a®, c, ac, a^c). We can easily
verify that this initial block satisfies the condition of theorem 2.4
having Ai=l, X^=4, A3=2. Hence on developing this block we get
the solution of the design whose parameters of the second kind are

v=fe=12, r=A:=5, Xj, = l, A2=4, A3=2.

2.2.2. Let G=[a] be a a multiplicative abelian group of order
"Ja+mg+L

Let us divide the non-unit elements of G into two disjoint sets
A and B with 7«2 and ms elements respectively where A~^=A and
among the ratios arising out of the elements of A, the elements of A
appear « times and the elements of B appear (3 times.

To any element a' let there correspond mi treatments a*i, a\, ...,
Treatments denoted, by symbols with the same lower sulEx j

may be said to belong to the 7-th class.
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Consider the 1st associates of 0^ as [5(x) second associates
of 9i as [0 0 B]i-, and rest as 3rd associates. Hence the parameters
of the association scheme are

V= mi (OTa+7?73+l), 77i = WJa, fl2'='7773, «3=(/?21-1) (ma+7773+1)

a Wa- K—1 0

mg—a—1 WJ3—77Ja + a+l 0

0 0 (77I1—I) (/Ma+7773+1 _

«72-P " 0

II

ma-p • 7773—777a+[3-1 0

0 0 (7?7i-l) (7712 + 7773+ 1)

0 0 - 7772

p^k=. 0 0 W3

^2 7773 (7?7i —2) (^2 +7773+ 1)

Theorem 2.2.2. Let it be possible to select a set of /-blocks B:^,B.,....

(0 Every block contiiins exactly k distinct treatments.

(ii) Among the kt treatments occurring in the ^-blocks exactly
r treatments should belong to each of distinct classes.
Obviously, mir=kt.

(Hi) Among the ratios of the type [/,/], /= 1, 2, . . . , ;
arising out of these /-blocks, the elements of A appear
times and the elements of B appear Xg times; among the

ratios of the type

G appear \ times.

2, ..; , nil ; the elements of

Hence on developing the blocks (i.e., multiplying successively
by elements of the group G, we get the solution of the design
v=mi(mi+m3+l), 7773 + 1) t,r,k,X^,\,

Example. Consider for example the group G={a]

where a®=l, , '
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Let

So,

A : a, a^, ; B :

a=0, p=3.

With each element of G let us associate two treatments.
Consider the first associates of 0,- as [00(a, a^)\i ; second associates
of Qi as [0 0 (a=, a^)]< and the third associates of 0i as (1,-, a^, a^i,

where So the parameters of the association scheme
are v=12, /7i=3, «3=6.

^ 0 2 0 " " 3 0 0 "

r"

O

0

1__

II

2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2

_ 0 0 6 _

I

o

0

o^

1

_ 3 2 0 _

Consider the following two initial blocks

(li, a\, a\, la) and (U, a\, a\, Oy).

It is easy to verify that among the ratios of the type (I, 1) or
(2, 2) the elements of Ado not appear at all, while the elements of
5 appear thrice. But among the differences of the type (1, 2) or
(2, I) the elements of G appear once. So, oq developing these
blocks [i.e., multiplying successively by 1, a, a^ a^ a^] we get the
solution of the design

v=b=\l, r=k=^, ^1=0, ^2=3, A3=l.

2.2.3. Consider a group G consisting of nim^+nts+l)
elements, a, c and their different powers when =c" 1.
With each element of G, let us associate a set of mjn treatments.
(It is assumed that n is a divisor of mj).

Let G,= l, c,c' C-i; Ga-= l,a,a\.. •

So, G=Gi®G2.

Let further G^^AUBU {1}, when A=A-\ and among the
ratios arising out of the elements of A, each element of A appears a
times and each element of B appears [3 times.

Consider the 1st associates of any treatment Oi as (0 0 A)i,
second associates of 0; as (f0S), and the rest are third associates.
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The parameters of the association scheme are

n.i==m3, «3=(m] —1) (Wa-fWa+l)

a Wj ~ ~ 1

7M2—a—1 /jjg-njg-l-a-f 1

0

0

.0

0

m-i

0

'"2-P

mg—ma+p-l

0*

0

0

nis

0

0

(wj-l) (mj+ma+l)

0

0

(Wj-1) (m2+ 77t3+l)

mo

nig

(m-2) (mi+'"3 + 1)

Theorem 2.2.3. Let it be possible to select a set of ^-blocks
Bi, B2, . . ., Bt such that

(0 Each block contains k treatments

(») Among the kt treatments occurring in the /-blocks exactly
r treatments should belong to each of m-^ distinct classes.

iiii) Among the ratios of the type [/, /] i=l, 2 mjn arising .
out of these /-blocks, the elements of A appear times,
the elements of B appear Xg timesj^and the elements of
(Gi—1)0G2 appear A3 times. While among the ratios of
the type {i,j] the elements of G appear X3 times ; [i,7]
= 1, 2, ..., m,li7. Then on developing these set of t blocks
we shall get the solution of the design v=w2i 1),
b=(m2+mi+l) t, r, k, n^=m3,
«3=(mi-l) (wa-f-mg+l)

P^ik —

a ma—a—1 0

- 0 (wi—IXwiz+Wa+lX
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- - p nJ2-P 0

^3—7J22 + P-1 0

0 • 0 (mi-l)(m2+/?!3+l) _

- 0 0 1)72

0 • 0 Ills

m2 "h ('"1—2)(m2+7W3+l)_

Example. Consider the group G=[a, c] where a^=c^=l

Let G^:l,c-A:a,a^-.B-.d'

So, a=0, p=2.

Consider the set of 12 initial blocks

(li, (a')i, Ci), (fli, (a3)i, cj), (la, c^), (^2, (a')2, c^),

(l2> ^^2)) (^1) ^2)) (^1) l2)> (llJ l2)>

di, I2, (l2, {1%, c,), {{a),, (ci%, c,), {{a%, ia\, 1,)

Then on developing these blocks {i.e., multiplying successively
by 1, a, a^, a^ c, ac, a^c, a^c), we get the solution of the design v=16,
Z>=96, r^lS, /:==3, Xi=0, Xa=12, A3=2, ni=2, «2=1, "3=12.

p 0, 1 0"
1 0 0

L 0 (D 12_

2 0 O"!
0 0 0

_ 0 0 12J
p^k=

0 0 2"

0 0 1

2 1 8

2.3. Cyclic-triangular Association Scheme (First type) :

Consider an abelian group G=[a, c] where fln(n-i'/2=c™/= i.

Let G=G,@G^, where G, : 1, c,

Let the «(n-^I)/2 elements of G2 be divided into the following
(m-1) sets when n=2m—l :

5i=(a, fl™, .. , a (2.3.1)

(n-l) (ni-i)+(„j-2)\
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and when n=2ni, be divided into the following m—sets :

5'o=(l, a™ a<n-2)n»)

S:^=(a, a™+^
..,(2.3.2.)

a'"'"-"-!)

Let it be possible to select/sets (where t=m—l ifn=2m—1
and t=m if n=2in of elements Ag, A^, At-i from the non-unit
elements of Gg, where

Aa-ia'̂ oi ^ a''o2 ^ ^̂ a'̂ on^)

... (2.3.3)

halving the properties

(0 di/s are all different for a fixed i.

(/7) If 6 is any element of Si and d. belongs to Sj, then

should belong to A,.

(Hi) If for any element 9 belonging to Si, 0. a^ik belongs to S,
then among the ordered ratios that arise by taking the
ratios of all elements of from every element of (z.e.,

- all possible the element should be repeated

72—2 times. If for any element 6 belonging to Si,

where is any non-unit element of G^—Au belong to Sj,
then among the ordered ratios that arise by taking the
ratios of all elements of Aj from every element of Ai, the

element should be repeated 4 times.

With each element of G let us associate a treatment. It follows

from Adhikary (L969), that if we consider the 1st associates of any
treatment 0 € 5; as 0(x)(Gi—1) the second associates of 0 as 0Gi(x)
Ai, third associates of 0 as 0 Gi(g)(G2—the parameters of the
association scheme will be v=m^n{n—\)l2.
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1, 7j2=2mi(n—2), (n—2) («—3)/2

Wi- ' 0 0

P^J-

0 2m^(n—2) 0

0 0 m,(«-2) («-3)/2 _

0 m^ —1 0

'l-l Wi(«—2) mi(/j—3)

0 »Ji(«—3)

).

1

1

rH

s

0 0

0 4m^ 2m^ («-4)

^ Wi—1 2/«i («—4) Wj (n—4) (n—5)/2

[It may be noted that the first type of cyclic-triangular asso
ciation scheme was obtained by Singh and Singh (1964). Adhikary
(1966) obtained the same association scheme in a systematic manner
independently of Singh and Singh. However, this representation of
cyclic association scheme which is essential for cyclic generation of
cycle-triangular P.B.I.B. design is due to Adhikary (1969).]

Theorem 2.3.1. Let it be possible to select a set of J blocks
Bj,, Bs satisfying ths following conditions :

(0 Every block contains k treatments,

(/'O Among the ks treatments occurring in the s-blocks, the
number of elements appearing from Sj®Gi, j=Q, 1, 2, .. ,

, f—1 is constant, equal to r. Obviously,

{Hi) The all possible ratios arising out of these s blocks can be
classified in the following :

Consider the elements within blocks which belong to Sj@Gi.
Let a be any such element occurring in, say, the /-th block. Then
form the ratios Oj/a where ai is any element other than « in the /-th
block. Among the ratios obtained from all the elements of 5',,
occurring in the s blocks (he elements of (Gj —1) will appear times,
the elements of appear Aa times and other non-unit elements
appear \ times •,j=0,
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So,

1,-1) Ai+2mi («-2) X2+^(«-3) (n-4) X3j=jfc(/c-l)(m

Then, on developing these blocks (i.e., multiplying successively
by 1, a*. a'-K . . . , c, a*c, . ,

where pt=
n{n-l)

i.e., elements of ® G„ we get the solution of the cyclic triangular
design v—miti (n—1)/2, b=p s nti, r, k, Ai, \, >^3-

Example : Consider the group Gformed by a^''=c®=l.

Let Gi=l, c, Gj^l, d, w,..-, d

So=il, a\ a®, a®) ^o=(«>

Si={a, a", a\ a\ a") .Ai=(a, a®, aS a°, a', a®)

So, <=2,

The parameters of the association scheme are

v=20, «i=l, «2=12, «3=6.

1

o

o

o

1

-010- -001"

0 12 0 P''}k= 16 4 P^k= 0 8 4

_ 0 0 6 _ _ 0 4 2 _ _ 1 4 0 _

Consider the set of six initial blocks

(a, ac), (a^ a\ a^c), {a, a®, a'c), (a^ a®, a^c), (1, a®, c)

(1, a\ a^c).and

' We can easily verify that these blocks satisfies all the conditions
of theorem 2.3.1 with r—9, Xi=6, A2=0, ^=^2.
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Hence developing these blocks (i.e. multiplying these blocks successi
vely by elements of wegat the solution of the design

v=20, b=60, r=9, k=3, Xi=6, A2=0, A3=2.

2.4. Cyclic-Triangular Association Scheme {Second Type) :

Let us take the group G, G., G^,; the sets ^/jand SiS

(/=1, 2, ...t when, t=in—\ if n=2m—\ and t=m if n=2m)

as in article 2.3. With each element of G let us associBte a treatment.

Consider the first associates of any treatment d e Si as 00/4,,
second associates of ^ as 1) and the third associates
of^as0G2©(Gi-l). .

The parameters of the association scheme are

v=mj_n(n-l)l2, «i=2(n-2),; n2=(/z-2) («—3)/2, W3-(mi-l)n(/x-l)/2.

P^ik—

n-2

n—r

0

71-3 0

{n+ 3){n-A)
2 "
0 (/Tij - l)«(n—1)/2

~ 4 2(rt-4) 0

„-2(«-4) (n-4>z(n-5)/2 0

0 0 {mi—\)n{n—\)j2

0

a

0

0

2{n-2)

{n-2){n-3)l2

i_ 2{n—2) (n—2) («—3)/2 (wi—2)«(«—1)/2

Theorem 2.4.1. Let it be possible to select a set of s blocks B.^,
... B, satisfying the following conditions..

(/) Every block contains k treatments
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(iV) Among the ks treatments occurring in the s blocks the
number of elements appearing from Sj@Gi, J=0, 1,
/—I is constant equal to r.

(Hi) Among the different types of ratios that can be formed
from the blocks by taking one element from 5'j0Gi, the
elements of Aj appear A^, times, the elements of (Ga —-1)
appear times and the elements of (Gj—1)0^2 appear
X3 times. Then on developing these t blocks {i.e., multiply
ing successively by the elements of weget the
solution of the design

v=mXn-l)l2, b= m^ ps, when r, k, A^, X3,

Example. Consider the group G formed by fl^®=c'=r.

Let Gi: 1, c, c^. Gg : 1, a, a^, ..., a". So, <=3.

Sq : (1, a^, a", a°, a^"") : (a, a^, a®, a®, a", a")

; {a, a\ a\ a", a") A, : (a, a\ a\ a", a")

Si :(a^ a®, a®, a") A^ : (a^ a\ a", a®, a", a")

So, the parameters of the association scheme are

v=45, ni=8, /22=6, /i3=30

Let us develop the initial blocks (1, a^"), (1, a®, a®),
(1, a', a") partially by multiplying them successively by elements of
So@Ga and develop the blocks (1, a^c, a®c^), (1, a®c, a'c^), (1, a^c, c^),
(1, a®c, and (1, a''c, a '̂'c^) completely by multiplying successively
by the elements of the group G. Then we get the solution of the
design,

v=45, i==270, /•=18, k=3, },^=0, X,=l, X^^l.
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